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About This Content

Little remains of those settlements where the Black Death has passed through. Hasty burials make a mockery of the sacraments
and set a feast for the crows. Once prosperous provinces have been laid waste, and the lord of the land hides away – secluded in
his hilltop fortress, hoping the plague will pass him by. Wiser princes took precautions, and didn’t waste the revenues from more

prosperous years.
But, in time, all must pay The Reaper’s Due.

The Reaper’s Due adds a host of new mechanics centered on the Black Death and other world shaping epidemics. Lock your
gates to keep the plague from infecting your court, even if it means cutting yourself off from your suffering citizens. Peace and

good management will see your provinces reward you with greater wealth and manpower, but constant war and disease may
depopulate your countryside.

The Reaper’s Due introduces many new systems and features to what is already the richest medieval tapestry in
gaming:

The Black Death:

New additions to epidemic system include this super destructive disease and a new map mode that track the expansion of deadly
illnesses.

Court Physicians:
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This new position for learned courtiers opens up a series of events tied to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases with medieval
tech.

Hospitals:

Slow down the spread of epidemics by investing in these outposts that care for the sick and infirm.

Prosperity and Depopulation:

Watch your provinces thrive under your careful attention and degrade under the pressures of diseases run amok.

Seclusion:

Take a page from the Masque of the Red Death and hide yourself away with your court as plagues ravage the countryside.

And even more:

New physical traits, new events chains and a host of smaller changes.
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I thought each DLC was an extra portal. All it is is some stupid costume you put on. Don't waste your money on the DLCs. Neat
little game that's a lot of fun with 3-4 players. My only complaint is that is a little lacking in content.. Great game lots of cool
weapons and idea, well put together. but i beat it in 4 hours.....not enough content for $25. So like, did you ever wonder... what
if Snatcher was set in Russia and instead of robots they were people with mercury for blood and instead of Gillian Seed it
starred a drunken♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Well, it'd be this game, which you shouldn't play, ever. That's it. Done.. worthless now because
storage doesnt matter by the bag with the new system. you have to pay gold coins to get the plastic expansion box. this white box
used to add 50 tackle you can carry with you. now you cant add any additional tackle unless you pay gold coins for the
expansion box. disapointed. very disapointed.. This is definitely one of the more unique CYOA games I've played.
-Most of the game is hunting down answers and solving conflicts in a variety of ways.
-lots of options
-I really felt like the avatar of the wolf god. Immersive.
-I am going to replay and try the different paths.

I do have a couple negatives.
-There's too much exposition for my taste.
-Story was confusing at times. Not sure the significance of the different tribes. Didn't realize how my powers worked until the
end.

Overall:
-Really liked the idea, but the execution could have been better. I'd only recommend if you're looking for something different
and it's on sale.. Good @Alpha

improvement required @
+1st run settings (must include language select) and options
+key configuration
+gamepad \/ controller support
. DLC No Pet :(. I you're good at shoot em' ups, this one is good for you. This game really feels like an arcade game.
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Hinata! kawaii <3 >.,<. Its a clicker game with an upgrade system that rapidly becomes boring and a whole lot of racism.

When you see the comments saying "I bought it for the racism." they aren't lying.

It starts racist in a way that at first I could ignore, a few goofy looking characters in the background. As an artist I can appreciate
cribbing influence from 1930s - 40s character design regardless of context even if I would never use this content in my own
work. But it doesn't just perpetuate the visual designs, it perpetuates tired rascist stereotypes with the subtley of being slapped
across the face with a salmon. It also doesn't do it in the "offensive to everyone" manner. Its hard to pull off "offensive to
everyone" because of historical context, but no effort is put in attempting to attain that creative justification.

This game is a reflection of Valve's utter lack of desire to quality control its store. The art is original and of decent quality, the
game doesn't crash, the game design is bland. Its at best a mediocre product and then the racism just places it in the garbage bin.
I was seduced by the chicken beating things up, but if you appreciate absurdity you can find it elsewhere. If you like clikcer
games there have to be better ones out there. If you like racism, well I guess you've found it but depending on your tastes it
might not be offensive enough.. Fell asleep with the game open.. Online or co-op didn't even work, and overall the game doesn't
have much to offer. Don't buy it.. This game is absolutly amazing, such a great concept, but there is very little content besides
flying around aimlessly also please raise the ceiling hieght and increase the world size in general as once you get some speed
your at the end of the world already... also some missions and enemies or maybe some time trials or target practice something
anything please add it :) oh and devs thank you this is one of my favorite games period awesome job so far oh and desrtuctable
environments would be nice too.. Don't buy this crap... really!

If you have completed the basic game, you will have so much money, that you can buy the additional items instantly. Not very
challenging. You will complete all new quest within 45 minutes. This DLC is way too expensive and disappointing!
. One of the few outstanding cross-platform\/genre games online. Originated by the crew who brought you the "Puzzle Quest"
series before splitting up, with Infinite Interactive (now Infinity + 2) keeping the art and content and storylines of the PQ series,
while D3 got to keep the PQ series lable for their off-shoot online cross-genre games. GoW has gorgeously rendered art,
humorous and interesting storylines, fun match-3\/ccg\/mmorpg gaming (one of the first to have a game with this kind of cross-
genre), and biggest of all - an awesome rewards system. You don't HAVE to pay for anything, unless you want to acquire
powerful weapons, armor, and troops only gotten through cash purchase, but which are not absolutely necessary to play the
game, on your own quests, or PvP online and Arena. Best advice - remember that patience pays off.
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